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Abstract
Investigation of stratification in marine environments is always considered by researchers. In
this study double-diffusive convection and stratification in the Bab el Mandeb strait is
investigated by analyzing of field data. Measurement of seawater temperature and salinity from
ARGO project (2009 to2014) and also R-V Knorr (2001) cruise with the daily average of
seawater temperature and salinity at different levels of HYCOM+NCODA (2001 to 2014) are
used in this research. For a better understanding of the physical condition of the study area,
seawater temperature, salinity, density, buoyancy frequency, density ratio and Turner angle
changes versus depth are plotted and analyzed. The results illustrated that the depth of mixed
layer is almost 100 meters during the winter monsoon and there is a stable stratified structure at
this time of the year. Due to a thermohaline intrusion from the Red Sea, a temperature inversion
is occurred, while below 150 meters the upper and lower boundary diffusive convection and a
salt fingering established, respectively. In the northern part of the strait, the temperature
inversion occurs below the depth of 200 meters. The double-diffusive convection is moderately
weak in the northern part whereas, in the western part of the strait, it is mostly diffusive
convection. Around 62.4% of the Bab el Mandeb strait exhibited favorable conditions for
double diffusion processes during the winter monsoon; among that, ~4% was associated to salt
fingering and ~96% to diffusive convection. Considering the fact that these conditions have
been observed in different years, stable stratification and double-diffusive convection can be
considered as a characteristic for the Bab el Mandeb strait during the winter monsoon.
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heat diffuses approximately 100 times faster than
salt. In general, the water column may be statically
stable, but it is susceptible to instability because of
the rapid diffusion of heat from a fluid mass relative
to that of salt (Kantha and Clayson, 2000). When a
relatively warm and salty water mass overlay a

1. Introduction
Double-diffusive convection can occur as a result
of temperature and salinity differences in different
depths of marine environments. In the oceans, the
*
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coo
oler and freesher but deenser water mass, narroow
verrtical finger--like structurres are estab
blished, whicch
is called salt fingering. The
T other typ
pe of doublledifffusive conveection is difffusive conveection. Whenn a
rellatively coldd and freshh water mass overly a
waarmer, saltieer but denseer water mass, oscillatoory
insstability occuurs which leads to a series of welllmiixed layers, separated by
b sharp inteerfaces. Theese
two diffusive regimes haave been in
nvestigated bby
Tu
urner using liinear analysiis theory in 1976. Doublledifffusive convection reducces the poten
ntial energy of
thee fluid colum
mn and incrreases the veertical densiity
strratification ((Kantha andd Clayson, 2000,
2
Swift et
al., 2003).
he surface annd
The temperaature gradiennt between th
deeep water, verrtical salinityy difference and differen ce
bettween heat aand salinity diffusion can
n permanenttly
and
d naturally produce doouble-diffusiv
ve convectioon
phenomenon (R
Ruddick, et al.,
a 1979).
The Red Seea is a narrow
w and long semi-encloseed
opical marginnal basin bettween Asia and
a Africa annd
tro
exttending from
m 12.5°N to 30°N.
3
In the Northern ennd,
two small gulfss (Gulf of Suuez and Gulff of Aqaba) aare
con
nnected to thhe Red Sea (Fig.
(
1). Thee Gulf of Suuez

maximum dep
pth of aboutt
is a shallow basin with a m
Aqaba with a maximum
m
100 meters. Thee Gulf of A
h of about 1800
1
m is coonnected to the Red Seaa
depth
throu
ugh a 260 m deep sill (Yaao et al., 201
14).
Th
he Red Seaa has a suurface area of roughlyy
438,000km2 and
d an averagge depth of 490m. Thee
centrral trench depth
d
in the Red Sea iss more thann
2,000m and its co
onnection too the ocean iss through thee
b Strait annd the Gulff of Aden,,
Bab el Mandeb
fianos, 2002). The Bab ell Mandeb is a long straitt
(Sofi
with a length off 150 Km an
and the Islan
nd of Perim,,
divid
des the straitt into two chhannels. Thee shallowestt
sectiion of Bab el Mandeb consists of Hanish sill,,
closee to Hanish Islands,
I
and the narroweest section off
it close to Perim
m Island (SSofianos, 2002, Murray,,
1997
7). The high
h rate of evvaporation, low rate off
preciipitation and
d water exxchange com
mbined withh
negliigible river runoff, make
ke the Red Sea
S the mostt
salin
ne basin in the
t world’s oceans. Sallinity in thee
north
hern parts off the Red Seea is ~42.5 PSU duringg
summ
mer (Knowlles E., 20088). The ann
nual averagee
fresh
hwater loss to
o the atmospphere over th
he Red Sea iss
approximately estimated
e
as 2.06 ± 0.22 myr-1
(Sofi
fianos et al., 2002
2
and 20115).

Fig
g. 1: The bathym
metry of the Reed Sea (Left); lo
ocations of Gullf of Aqaba, Gu
ulf of Suez, Gu
ulf of Aden, andd Strait of Bab el Mandeb aree
sho
own. Locations of stations of R-V
R Knorr2001
1 cruise (Red), ccycles of platfo
orm 2,900,826 (Blue), cycles oof platform 2,901,148(Green),,
cyccles of platform
m2901452 (Orannge) in the Bab
b el Mandeb Strrait during wintter Monsoon arre shown (Righht). s31 and etc.., c123 and etc..
are station and cyccle numbers, respectively.
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phenomena in different parts of the ocean and seas;
Bidokhti et al. (2011) investigated the layered
structure in exchange flows between two basins
(Middle and Southern basins of the Caspian Sea).
Lee et al. (2014) calculated the vertical diffusivity
and the fluxes of heat, salt, and buoyancy due to
turbulence and double diffusion based on a 14 day
time series of observations of the dissipation rates of
turbulent kinetic energy and thermal variance at 0°N,
156°E from 25 October to 18 November 2012.
Reiner et al. (2003) investigated a large set of
historical conductivity temperature depth casts for
the occurrence of double-diffusive vertical mixing
due to salt finger convection. Carniel et al. (2008)
studied double-diffusive layers in the southern
Adriatic Sea in the Mediterranean during the Naval
Research Laboratory winter cruise in March 2006.
In this study, we present the water salinity and
temperature data set and focus on investigating how
vertical stability and double diffusion have varied in the
Bab el Mandeb strait during winter monsoon. Selection
of appropriate cycles of Argo platforms is the first step.
Therefore, we begin by analyzing the HYCOM+
NCODA Global reanalysis data for distinguishing
seawater conditions in the Bab el Mandeb Strait.

Saline water enters into the Gulf of Aden through
the Bab el Mandeb strait and it is stabilized in a depth
of about 800 m due to the influence of buoyancy.
After being mixed with surrounding freshwater, this
saline deep water will extend to the Indian Ocean
subsurface (Beal et al., 2000, Bower et al., 2012).
During winter, the exchange of the Red Sea through
the Bab el Mandeb strait combines a surface inflow of
freshwater from the Gulf of Aden and a deep outflow
of saline water. During the summer, there is a three
layers exchange structure including a surface outflow
from the Red Sea, intermediate inflow from the Gulf
of Aden and a weak and deep outflow from the Red
Sea (Murray and Johns, 1997, Sofianos et al., 2000,
2002, Biton et al., 2008, 2010).
Wind patterns in the Red Sea region are controlled
by two distinct monsoons; the interval to change
from one monsoon to another monsoon is 30 to 45
days. The subsurface warm and high saline outflow
from the Red Sea into the Gulf of Aden is distinctly
seasonal. It increases during winter from October to
May and attenuated or blocked in summer from July
to August (Seriy, 1968, Patzert, 1974, Osman, 1985,
Maillard and Soliman, 1986, Murray and Johns,
1997, Bower et al., 2000, Beal et al., 2000, Peters et
al., 2005, Yao et al., 2014).
Argo is a global array of 3000-3800 free-drifting
profiling floats that measure the temperature and
salinity of the upper 2000m of the ocean. The original
global Argo array was designed for the open ocean
excluding seasonal sea-ice zones and marginal seas. In
1999, to combat lack of oceanographic data, an
innovative step was taken by scientists to greatly
improve the collection of observations inside the ocean
through the increased sampling of old and new
quantities and increased coverage in terms of time and
area. Argo deployments began in 2000, and the water
salinity and temperature data were collected. The Argo
array is part of the Global Climate Observing SystemGlobal Ocean Observing System GCOS-GOOS).
Several studies have been carried out on doublediffusive convection and its effects on various

2. Materials and Methods
The location of the stations and cycles of Argo
platform are shown in Figure 1. Because each
platform follows a different path near the Bab el
Mandeb, the inter-comparison region in this study
extends only between 43.2°E to 43.8°E.
Basic data of the research include seawater salinity
and temperature data from Argo project recorded in the
geographical location of 12.2°N to 12.8°N and 43.2°E
to 43.8°E from 2009 to 2014 (Table1). Seawater
salinity and temperature data R-V Knorr 2001 cruise
were recorded (Table2). Moreover, daily averaged
seawater temperature and salinity at different levels
obtained by HYCOM+NCODA with a horizontal
resolution of 5 minutes from 2001 to 2014 were used.
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Table 1: specifications of cycles of platforms of Argo project
platform

Cycle

latitude

Longitude

Date

119
121
123
125
131
59
60
146
147
151
153
156
23
28
30
48
59
61

12.282N
12.201N
12.51N
12.524N
12.598N
12.243N
12.288N
12.252N
12.269N
12.331N
12.364N
12.389N
12.212N
12.388N
12.569N
12.367N
12.405N
12.418N

44.037E
43.67 E
43.441E
43.583E
43.39 E
43.741E
43.796E
43.667E
43.663E
43.651E
43.585E
43.608E
43.518E
43.638E
43.462E
43.706E
43.468E
43.734E

07-03-2009
11-03-2009
15-03-2009
19-03-2009
31-03-2009
22-02-2010
26-02-2010
05-02-2011
09-02-2011
25-02-2011
05-03-2011
17-03-2011
30-11-2013
20-12-2013
28-12-2013
10-03-2014
23-04-2014
01-05-2014

2900826

2901148

2901148

2901452

2901452

Table 2: specifications of stations of R-V Knorr 2001 cruise
Station number
30
31
32
33
34
35

latitude
12.527N
12.574N
12.772N
12.760N
12.751N
12.508N

Longitude
43.417E
43.301E
43.277E
43.251E
43.229E
43.595E

Date
20-02-2001
20-02-2001
20-02-2001
20-02-2001
20-02-2001
20-02-2001

and salinity, and double-diffusive convection cannot

Seawater stability is studied by Brunt–Väisälä
g
2
=−
frequency
, where g is the local
0

occur. When R   0.3 , diffusive convection is weak, and

acceleration of gravity,  0 is the fluid density and

for 0.3  R   0.77 diffusive convection is mediocre,

is the vertical gradient of the ambient density. In
this relation, a positive value of N shows a stable

and when 0.77  R   1 diffusive convection is strong.
When R   3 is weak salt fingering occurs and for

stratification, and a negative value indicates an

1.56  R   3 the salt fingering is mediocre, and when

unstable stratification. In 1973, Turner presented a

1  R   1.56 strong salt fingering occurs (Zhang et

relation between salinity and temperature gradient

al., 1998). Ruddick (1983) made it clear and

as stability ratio or density ratio. The density

introduced the Turner angle,

2

ratio,

= ∆
∆

expansion coefficient and

−1

+1
−1

thus,

salt fingering occurs when 45  Tu  90 , diffusive
convection occurs when 45  Tu  90 while no

is a key parameter to study double-

diffusive convection, where

=

is the thermal

is the saline contraction

coefficient. When R   1 salt fingering occurs, and

double- diffusive convection occurs when
45  Tu  45 . When Turner angle is 90 and 90

when 0  R   1 diffusive convection occurs. R   0

the strongest diffusive convection and salt fingering

shows that there is a stable gradient of temperature

occur, respectively.
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curves of seawater temperature, salinity, density and
Brunt–Väisälä frequency (buoyancy frequency),
density ratio and Turner angle versus depth are
plotted for investigating the stratification and doublediffusive convection phenomenon.
The results of HYCOM+NCODA in the Bab el
Mandeb have been validated with Argo observations
before these data are used.
The statistical analysis includes bias (BIAS), root
mean square error (RMSE), mean absolute error
(MAE) and percent mean relative error (PMRE),
(Table3).
Generally, the results of statistical criteria are
satisfactory for both parameters, (Table 4, 5).

Robertson et al. (1995) presented the Turner angle
in more detail: 67.5  Tu  45 for weak diffusive
convection, 90  Tu  67.5 for strong diffusive
convection, 45 Tu  67.5 for a weak salt fingering
and 67.5 Tu  90 for a strong salt fingering.
Here, the seawater temperature, salinity and
density structures, static stability and doublediffusive convection in the Bab el Mandeb strait
(between 12.2N 12.7N ) are investigated by Turner
angle and buoyancy frequency analysis in long-term.
Vertical sections of daily seawater temperature
and salinity figures from results of HYCOM+NCODA
are plotted to distinguish seawater conditions in the
study area during the Northeastern monsoon. The

Table 3: Statistical criteria for evaluation of the parameterization performances. e , m and n are estimated, measured and
the number of observations, respectively.

BIAS 

1 n
 e i  m i 
n i 1

RMSE 

MAE 

1 n
2
e i  m i 

n i 1

1 n
 ei  m i
n i 1

PMRE 

100 n e i  m i

n i 1 m i

Table 4: Statistical criteria for comparison between HYCOM+NCODA and observed water salinity

Water salinity

parameter

Date

Latitude

Longitude

BIAS

RMSE

MAE

PMRE

07-03-2009

12.282N

44.037E

0.0025

0.1356

0.0906

0.2511

15-03-2009

12.51N

43.441E

0.1560

0.1618

0.1560

0.4304

19-03-2009

12.524N

43.583E

0.0899

0.1904

0.1080

0.2941

31-03-2009

12.598N

43.39 E

0.0733

0.1708

0.0951

0.2597

22-02-2010

12.243N

43.741E

-0.0012

0.0507

0.0319

0.0886

26-02-2010

12.288N

43.796E

0.2346

0.2394

0.2346

0.6507

09-02-2011

12.269N

43.663E

-0.2540

0.2595

0.2540

0.6998

25-02-2011

12.331N

43.651E

-0.1964

0.2278

0.1964

0.5388

17-03-2011

12.389N

43.608E

-0.1542

0.2848

0.2384

0.6466

30-11-2013

12.212N

43.518E

-0.0514

0.6512

0.4625

1.2450

20-12-2013

12.388N

43.638E

0.0036

0.1161

0.1113

0.3077

28-12-2013

12.569N

43.462E

0.4879

0.5161

0.4879

1.3554

10-03-2014

12.367N

43.706E

-0.1825

0.2258

0.2103

0.5792
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Table 5: Statistical criteria for comparison between HYCOM+NCODA and observed water temperature (C)

Water temperature

parameter

Date
07-03-2009
15-03-2009
19-03-2009
31-03-2009
22-02-2010
26-02-2010
09-02-2011
25-02-2011
05-03-2011
17-03-2011
30-11-2013
28-12-2013
10-03-2014

Latitude
12.282N
12.51N
12.524N
12.598N
12.243N
12.288N
12.269N
12.331N
12.364N
12.389N
12.212N
12.569N
12.367N

Longitude
44.037E
43.441E
43.583E
43.39 E
43.741E
43.796E
43.663E
43.651E
43.585E
43.608E
43.518E
43.462E
43.706E

BIAS
0.0951
-0.1284
-0.1578
-0.4673
-0.3475
0.1067
-0.0883
-0.2790
0.0673
0.6215
-0.1247
0.2133
-0.4907

RMSE
0.6585
0.3363
0.4754
0.5378
0.3577
0.2346
0.2844
0.4711
1.1589
1.2543
0.8433
0.2181
0.5566

MAE
0.4440
0.1823
0.2795
0.4771
0.3475
0.1842
0.1851
0.3390
0.6774
0.8202
0.6580
0.2133
0.4907

PMRE
2.0788
0.7017
1.1106
1.7726
1.3577
0.7200
0.7263
1.3362
3.2426
3.6424
2.5098
0.8009
1.9019

Also, measurements on March 7th, 2009 (Fig. 4-3)
show the temperature inversion in depth of 200
and 300 m, strong salt fingering in depth of 300m,
( 67.5  Tu  90 ) weak diffusive convection in a
depth of around 250, and below 350m. Results of
measurements on March 11th, 2009 indicate
temperature inversion in depth of 200 and 250m, strong
salt fingering between 200 and 240m, strong diffusive
convection in depth of 300m, ( 90  Tu  67.5 )
and weak diffusive convection in depth of about
250 and below 300m. Plots of measured data on
March 15th, 2009 show a stable temperature and
salinity gradient and absence of double-diffusive
convection. Measured data on March 19th, 2009 (Fig.
4-4) show temperature inversion and weak diffusive
convection in the depths of 100 and 200m. Plots of
measured data on March 31st, 2009 (Fig. 4-5) also
indicate temperature inversion and weak diffusive
convection below 200m.
Collected field data on February 22nd, 2010 (Fig.
4-6), shows temperature inversion and weak salt
fingering below 150m, ( 45  Tu  67.5 ). Plots data
on February 26th, 2010 (Fig. 4-7), show temperature
inversion below 150m, moderate salt fingering in the
depth of about 200m and strong salt fingering below
250m.
Measurements in February 2011 indicate temperature

3. Results
Figures 2 and 3 display the vertical cross sections of
daily averaged seawater temperature and salinity
between 12.2°N and 12.5°N from HYCOM+NCODA
database. As it is clearly shown, there is a warm and
saline water outflow from the Red Sea to the Gulf of
Aden through the Bab el Mandeb strait below 150 m in
the western part. Therefore, the double-diffusive
convection formation can occur in this area.
Buoyancy frequency is positive beneath the mixed
layer and its maximum is in the thermocline layer
where density changes more rapidly. The buoyancy
frequency is almost constant beneath the thermocline
layer.
For investigating the physical parameters as well
as double-diffusive convection in the study area, the
seawater temperature, salinity, density, buoyancy
frequency, density ratio and Turner angle changes
versus depth are demonstrated in figure 4.
As illustrated in figure 4 (1, 2), measurements on
February 20th, 2001 at all stations except for station
35 indicate a stable temperature and salinity gradient
and absence of double-diffusive convection. At
station35, temperature inversion and a weak diffusive
convection are observed in a depth of around 200
meters, ( 67.5  Tu  45 ), (Fig.4-2).
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(F
Fig. 4-10), the temperrature inverssion occurs in
depths of 80 and 130m.. Measurements also shhow
sttrong diffusive convecttion in depths of 80 and
a
140m, as well as weak diiffusive conv
vection between
th
hese depths 80 and 1400m. According to plots for
December
D
30
0th, 2013 (FFig. 4-11), the
t temperatture
in
nversion occcurs in depthh of 130m, weak diffussive
co
onvection below
b
100m
m such that this regimee is
sllightly stron
nger in thee depth of around 2000m.
Measurement
M
ts on Decem
mber 28th, 20
013 (Fig. 4-112),
co
onfirm stablee temperaturre and salinitty gradients and
a
ab
bsence of do
ouble-diffusivve convectio
on.

inversion annd weak salt fingering
f
below 150 m. T
There
is a strongg diffusive convection below 150m
m on
February 99th, 2011(Fig.4-8), and
d February 25th,
2011. Plotss of measured data on March 5th, 2011
show tempeerature inverrsion below 150m
1
and theere is
moderate ddiffusive connvection between depthhs of
150 and 2000m. Resultss of measureements on M
March
th
17 , 2011 ((Fig. 4-9), confirm temp
perature inveersion
below 150 m
m, strong sallt fingering between
b
deptths of
150 to 250m and weakk diffusive convection
c
iin the
depth of aroound 250m.
Based onn measuremeents on Noveember 30th, 2013

Fig. 2: Verticaal cross sectionns of the seawaater temperaturre (left), salinity
y (right) betweeen 12.2°N andd 12.5°N for Feebruary 20th, 20001,
March 15th, 20009, February 26
2 th, 2010, respeectively, from H
HYCOM+NCO
ODA data.
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Fig
g. 3: Vertical crross sections of
o the seawater temperature (lleft), salinity (rright) between 12.2°N and 122.4°N for Febru
uary 5th, 2011,,
Deccember 20th, 20013 and Marchh 10th, 2014 from
m HYCOM+N
NCODA data.

According tto the meassurements on
n March 100th,
2014 (Fig. 4-133) and Aprill 23rd, 2014 (Fig.
(
4-14) thhe
tem
mperature invversion and weak diffusiive convectioon
occcur below 1150 and 1200m, respectiively. Data of
Maay 1st, 2014 (Fig. 4-15) indicate thaat temperatuure

20m, strongg
inverrsion occurs in the ddepth of 12
diffu
usive convecttion happenss in the depth
h of 120 andd
300m
m and mediocre salt fingeering exists between
b
1000
and nearly
n
300m.
Analyses
A
of seawater teemperature and salinityy
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records of platforms of Argo for
fo March 22009,
February 20010, Februaryy and March
h 2011, Deceember
2013 and M
March 2014 and
a R-V Kno
orr February 2001
cruise data, showed allmost 100m
m of mixed layer
depth in thee study area (Figure4). As
A a result oof the
transition fr
from the winnter monsoon to the sum
mmer

monsoon,
m
the mixed layerr depth is red
duced to 60m
m in
th
he late April and early M
May (Figures 4-14 and 15)).
bility of douuble-diffusive convectionn in
The probab
in
ntermediate-d
deep waters at latitudes between
b
12.22°N
an
nd 12.4°N iss higher thann other areas during winnter
monsoon,
m
(Taable 6,7).

Fig. 4: The seawater temperaature, salinity, density
d
and buooyancy frequen
ncy, density ratiio, Turner anglee changes versu
us depth at stattions
34 and 35 from
m R-V Knorr 20001 and from cycles 119, 125 and 131 in 200
09, cycles 59 an
nd 60 in 2010, ccycles 147 and 156 in 2011, cyycles
23, 28 and 30 in 2013 and cyycles 48, 59 and
d 61 in 2014. Saalt fingering occcurs when 45  Tu  90 (bllue line on the Turner angle axxis),
w
diffusive convvection occurs when
45  Tu
u  90 (red lline on the Turnner angle axis).
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Table 6: Based on the water depth: the percentage of Turner angle favorable to double diffusion and according to this
percentage, the percentage of Turner angle favorable to salt fingering and diffusive convection are estimated in the Bab el
Mandeb strait during winter monsoon.
Salt fingering
Minimum of
Maximum of
Depth
double diffusion
Diffusive
Turner angle
Turner angle
convection
100%
Mixed layer
-25
-49.43
13%
(depth<100m)
0
Weak diffusive convection
89.8%
-86.3
89.42
Intermediate water
59.4%
(100m<depth<250m)
10.2%
Diffusive convection and salt fingering
92%

deep water
(depth>250m)

87.7%

8%

-87.43

85.8

Diffusive convection and salt fingering

Table 7: Based on the geographic location: the percentage of Turner angle favorable to double diffusion and according to
this percentage, the percentage of Turner angle favorable to salt fingering and diffusive convection are estimated in the Bab
el Mandeb Strait during winter monsoon.
Latitude

double diffusion

Within 12.2°N-12.4°N

67.7%

out of12.2°N-12.4°N

17.4%

Salt fingering
Diffusive
convection
95.2%

Minimum of
Turner angle

Maximum of
Turner angle

-87.43

89.42

4.8%

Diffusive convection and salt fingering

100%
0

-53
-35.65
Weak diffusive convection

layer exists during a winter monsoon, between
12.2°N and 12.4°N. Due to a thermohaline intrusion
from the Red Sea through the Bab el Mandeb Strait,
a temperature inversion occurred below 150m, and
the upper and lower boundary of this depth are
adjusted to diffusive convection and salt fingering,
respectively. Such regime exists between 43.6°E and
44°E. In higher latitudes, about 12.4°N, temperature
inversion occurs below 200m. Consequently, at these
latitudes and western longitudes for 12.2°N and
12.4°N, double-diffusive convection is moderately
weak and mostly in the form of diffusive convection.
Around 62.4% of the Bab el Mandeb Strait
exhibited favorable conditions for double diffusion
processes during the winter monsoon. According to
this percentage, 4% was associated with salt
fingering and 96% with diffusive convection.
Generally, intermediate and deep waters (below
100m) seemed to experience both salt fingering and

4. Discussion and Conclusions
Based on daily averaged seawater temperature and
salinity from HYCOM+NCODA database, a warm
and saline water outflow from the Red Sea to the
Gulf of Aden through the Bab el Mandeb Strait exist
and analyzed data predict double-diffusive convection
in water depths of more than 150m in this region.
Profiles of temperature versus depth show that a
jagged structure and temperature inversion layer are
created by thermohaline intrusion layers. Moreover,
increases of temperature difference are clearly shown
in temperature inversion layers at latitudes between
12.2°N and 12.4°N. In addition profiles of the
seawater salinity and buoyancy frequency versus
depth indicate a statically stable structure.
Profiles of temperature, salinity and density versus
depth show that there is a mixed layer below 100m
and a stable stratified structure below the mixed
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Gulf outflows, Journal of Geophysical Research:
Ocean 105, 6387–6414.
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Prandke Double-diffusive layers in the Adriatic
Sea, Geophysical Research Letters, 35, L02605.
Churchill, J.A., Bower, A., McCorkle, D.C.,
Abualnaja, Y., 2014, The transport of nutrient-rich
Indian Ocean water through the Red Sea and into
coastal reef systems. Journal of Marine Research.
72 (3): 165-181
Johns, W., Peters, H., Zantopp, R., Bower, A.,
Fratantoni, D., 2001. CTD/O2 measurements
collected aboard the R/V Knorr, February –March
2001: REDSOX-1, Technical Report 2001-01,
University of Miami, Miami, Florida, 10 pp. plus
appendices.
Kantha, L. H., Clayson, C. A., 2000. Small scale
processes in geophysical fluid flow (International
Geophysics) Academic Press, 682-732.
Lee, C., Chang, K.-I., Lee, J. H., Richards, K. J.,
2014. Vertical mixing due to double diffusion in
the tropical western Pacific, Geophysical Research
Letters 41, 7964–7970.
Madah, F., 2017. Numerical simulation of the
hydrodynamic processes in the Red Sea Region.
PhD thesis. Christian-Albrechts Universität Kiel.
Morcos, S. A., 1970. Physical and chemical
oceanography of the Red Sea, Oceanography
Marine Biology Annual Review, 8, 73 – 202.
Murray, S. P., Johns, W., 1997. Direct observations

diffusive convection. The strongest salt fingering could
occur in the intermediate layer of the medial longitudes
for 12.2°N and 12.4°N where the Turner angles values

close to 90 were obtained throughout the entire
analyzed period. In contrast, the strongest diffusive
convection occurs in the deep layer of this area.
Considering the fact that these conditions have
been observed in different years, stable stratification
and double-diffusive convection can be assumed as a
characteristic for the Bab el Mandeb during the
winter monsoon.
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